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Life origin on earth, what is the right answer?
Abstract
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Why and how living forms, such as human beings, have been originated from a barely
life planet into the multiple and highly-intelligent living existence on Earth have been
fascinated by large population of readers and scientific investigators. Apart from
derivative arguments from Darwin’s theory, some detailed evolutionary hypotheses
and steps have been stated and discussed-including the evolutionary step of genetic
information duplication (prebiotic broth), outsider living-form landing, volcanic
eruption in deeper sea and cooperative biological hypothesis. In this perspective
article, we discuss the advantages and limitations of these life-origin hypotheses and
crucial steps in evolution progression of life creation on Earth. The major objective of
this article is to elucidate the different characters of many existing hypotheses.
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Backgrounds
Why and how our living-bodies, such as human beings, have been
originated from a barely life planet into the highly-intelligent life
existing Earth have been interested and pursued by large groups of
fans and investigation populations.1‒2 In order to serve these people, a
short review is given.

Current popular hypotheses
Current popular hypotheses of life origin on Earth are divided as
a. RNA world hypothesis.3‒4
b. Volcanic eruptions under deep sea hypothesis.5‒6
c. Meteoroid or alien landing hypothesis.6
d. Cooperative biologic models.7‒8
e. Motility at the origin of life9 and so on.

RNA world hypothesis

it is widely accepted that this process is a crucial step in evolution
progression for life creation. In this article, we try to overview these
hypotheses and discuss one of the crucial factors for evolution,
formation rate or turn-over speeds of different genetic materials (DNA,
RNA and protein), to further suggest an important role RNA may
take in life origin on Earth. Also, we try to discuss one of strategies
of justifying these hypothesis and theory of whether through DNA,
RNA, or protein-based life-evolution by using simulating system of
different “prehistoric broths” and discover their relations by simulated
calculations.
Most of people believe life is transformed from a world of very
few types of simplest inorganic materials to nowadays tremendously
diversified biomolecular world. These evolutions, we generally agree,
are phase-wise, and undergo evolution step-by-step. In the initial
step, materials on the Earth may transform from inorganic materials
into organic molecules containing mixtures that are now called “a
prebiotic broth”3‒4 Then the Earth comes to an important stage of
genetic reproductions from these “prebiotic broths” into a genetic
informational reproducible stage.

Greatly influenced by Darwin’s book, the majority topics in life
origin is the RNA-world evolution model that utilize models of
gradual evolution by natural selection Ogel UK.3‒4 After the formation
of this RNA world hypothesis, the experimental data showed that
pro-RNA and/or pro-peptide can be synthesized in environmental
conditions of early earth.10‒12 Its synthetic processes are somewhat like
PCR of biochemical studies.

Organic compound origin and synthesis deriving
volcanic eruptions from deep sea

There has been DNA-, RNA- and protein-originated evolution
hypotheses regarding the first genetic information having been
duplicated and translated. There are a lot of experimental data can be
used to support two possibilities of genetic material duplication.10‒12
For example, we simulate genetic information duplication in the
presence of one type of genetic materials.

Meteoroid or alien landing hypothesis

But this likes “chicken-or-the-egg” dilemma concerning from
which genetic polymer comes first and we cannot tell in sure which
topic is the right answer. Since genetic information duplication is the
foremost important step to copy a life with integrity and persistency,
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Organic compound origin and synthesis deriving volcanic eruptions
from deep sea was hypothesized by Wächtershäuser (Germany).5‒6
This hypothesis exists quite long times but has less experimental work
owing to limitations of current technical advancements.

Meteoroid or alien landing hypothesis is one of the most possibility
arguments. Though widely neglected by critics, we still think it is one
of the most feasible arguments worldwide until now. It is reliant on
belief or science. This argument needs long time to debate (Figure 1).

Others
Beside these three arguments, other new hypotheses still need
to be evaluated.7‒10 We do not want to reiterated them here owing to
space constrain.
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possible two; three genetic materials, cell membrane, different energy
donors and others cooperatively duplicate their selves’ right at its
beginning.7‒8

Conclusion
Life origin on earth is unknown to us. This editorial gives our
visions to this matter. Certainly, besides biologists, mathematical/
physics-majored scientists are also useful to take parts these researches
and final offer their contributions.15‒18 Let’s decide what is the right
answer.
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